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ABSTRACT 
A certain broad class of finite-meromorphic operator functions is characterized by the existence 
of local representations as the product or sum of two operator functions with special properties. 
Similar global decompositions are also obtained. The class studied includes, for exampIe, all finite- 
meromorphic operator functions whose values are semi-Fredholm operators. 
Let A be an operator function that is finite-meromorphic at A0 E @, i.e., 
(1) A(A)= i (A -A&4,, 
n= -q 
where A-1, . . . ,A-, are linear operators of finite rank. In [2], H. Bart, MA. 
Kaashoek and D.C. Lay proved stability properties for N@(A)) and R@(A)) 
when R&J is closed and a certain stability number of A at A0 is finite. These 
conditions are fulfilled, for instance, if A0 is a semi-Fredholm operator. We 
shall show that the operator functions considered in [2] admit decompositions 
(2) A(A) = B(A)S(A), A (A) = T(A)C(A), 
for Oc IA-&j <Q, some Q>O, where B(A), C(A) are invertible for 
0 < 1 A - &, 1 < ,Q and the operator functions B, C, B- I, C- 1 have the form 
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with Fj operators of finite rank. The operator functions S and T are holo- 
morphic at AO, and the subspace-valued functions A$!$(.)), R@(m)), N(T(.)), 
R( r( m)) are continuous at ilo in the gap topology. From these local results we 
shall obtain global decompositions (2) of A on some domain DC 6, where now 
B, C, B- I, C- 1 are of the form It K(. ), where K is finite-meromorphic on Sz and 
its values are compact operators. 
From (2) and the special form of B and C one easily reads off the behaviour 
of N(A(A)) and R(A(A)) near A,, * further, one sees that A admits an additive 
decomposition A = T+D, T as above, D meromorphic at A, with D(A) an 
operator of finite rank for A.# &. We prove that functions A that admit such an 
additive decomposition belong to the class considered in [2]. 
In this paper X, Y and 2 denote complex Banach spaces and y(X, Y) denotes 
the Banach space of all bounded linear operators from X into Y. If p is a mero- 
morphic Z-valued function and if 
(4) W)= i (A - ~oY%l 
n=-cm 
is the Laurent expansion of p at Ao, then we let v(yl; A): = inf {n 1 p>n #O}, and we 
write v)(A)+z to indicate that v(p; ho) 20 and p. = z. For A meromorphic at A0 
with values in 9(X, Y), and for each m E Z, we follow [2] and define 
H,[A; A,] : = (x E X ( 2~ such that q(A) +x and v(Ap; no) z m + 1) , 
&[A; A,]: = {YE Yl I@ such that v(yl; no) r - m and A(A)p(il)+y}. 
Here IJJ denotes a meromorphic X-valued function. The H,-spaces form a de- 
creasing sequence of subspaces and the&-spaces an increasing sequence; we set 
mA; Ao] = n H,[A; A,] and K[A; &] = 
meE 
gz KnL4 1201. 
The stability number &A; &,) of A at A0 is definied by 
@A; lo): = dim (I-I,[A; do]/HIA; Ao]) = dim (K[A; A&‘&&4; A,]) 
(cf. [2], Section 1). 
We shall call the operator function A a @-function at A0 if A is finite- 
meromorphic at A0 and the constant term in the Laurent expansion (1) is a 
Fredholm operator. We shall replace “@” in this definition by @-, @+, @“, @’ 
when A0 is a semi-Fredholm operator with index < 03 (@- and @‘) or index 
> - 00 (@+ and Q)‘). The superscripts I and r indicate that the semi-Fredholrn 
operator A0 has complemented null space and range. In each of these cases the 
stability number k(A; A,) is finite. More generally, we shall say that A is FG- 
meromorphic at A0 if A is finite-meromorphic at Ao, the operator A0 in (1) has 
closed range and &A; A,) < go. 
Special examples of I;G-meromorphic functions are the following: 
(i) If A is meromorphic at A0 and A(A) is of finite rank for 0~ 1 A - A0 1 <Q, 
then all the coefficients in (1) are of finite rank (cf. [1], 1.2.5) and A is FG- 
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meromorphic at A0 {cf. [2], 7.1). In this case A is called degenerate mero- 
morphic at &. 
(ii) If A is holomorphic at &, &A,) =R(A(&)) is closed and k(A; &) = 0, then 
we call A uniformly regular at Lo. It can be shown that a holomorphic A is 
uniformly regular at A, iff the function l-+l/~(A(h)) is bounded on a 
neighbourhood of &, or, equivalently, if the functions N(A(e)) and 
R(A ( a)) are continuous at il0 in the gap topology. Here y(A (A)) denotes the 
reduced minimum modulus of A(a). For holomorphic Sp- - (@+ -) 
functions this means that the function dim N@(s)) (respectively, codim 
R(A( s))) is constant on a neighbourhood of ;10 (cf. [9], I, and the references 
given there) I 
(iii) If P is a projection of finite rank and n is an integer, then the operator 
function 1-+1-P+ (A - A,)“P is FG-meromorphic at Lo. A finite product 
of such functions is also FG-meromorphic at &, and is said to be strict@ 
normal at &, Note that B(A) is invertible for A # Lo and B(A)-’ is also 
strictly normal at Lo if B is strictly normal at Lo. 
(iv) If A is a @-function at ho and A(A) is invertible for 0 < 1 A - & / <Q, some 
Q > 0, then we call A normal at &, In this case I.C. Gohberg and E.I. Sigal, 
[7], have shown that there exist decompositions (2) with B, C strictly 
normal at AO, and S, T holomorphic at 3L0 with invertible values. 
The decompositions given in (iv) are generalized to FG-meromorphic 
functions in the following theorem (cf. [9], 11.2.12, 11.3.1). 
THEOREM 1. Let A be meromorphic and -U(X, Y)-valued at &. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is FG-meromorphic at Lo; 
(ii) There exist operator functions U, uniformly regular at &, and V, 
degenerate meromorphic at &, such that A = U+ K 
(iii) There exist an 9(X, Y)-valued function T, unzformly regular at Lo, and an 
L?(X)-valued function C, strictly normal at AO, such that A = TC; 
(iv) There exist an 9(X, Y)-valued function S, unifarmly reguiar at lo, and an 
9( Y)-valued function B, strictly normal at lo, such that A = BS. 
Moreover, in (iii) C can be chosen such, that H,,,[A; 110] = H[A; A,] @H,[C; Lo], 
m 20 and Hm[A; &] =H,[C; Lo], m ~0, and in (iv) one may choose B such, 
that K,[B; A,] =K,[A; no], m<O, and K,[A; A,] =K[A; &] nK,[B; &I, dim 
(MA; ~,lKdA; noI) = codim K,[B; Ao], m SO. 
PROOF. We shall outline the proof. Details of some arguments may be found 
in [4], [8] and [9]. For simplicity we shall surpress the Lo in the notation for the 
H,- and &-spaces. 
(iii) * (ii). Clearly, C(il) = I-t- D(L), where D is degenerate meromorphic at 
Lo; as TD is degenerate meromorphic as well, this proves (ii). The implication 
(iv) * (ii) is proved in a similar way. 
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(ii) *(i). (cf. [4], 1.5). According to Theorem 4.2 in [3] one has 
v(a) = F(a.)( ; (a - n,)“Dj)E(a), 
i=l 
where Q, . . . . Dk are operators of finite rank and E,F are holomorphic at & 
with invertible values. Clearly, F-‘UE-’ is uniformly regular at &; further, A 
is FG-meromorphic at A0 iff F- lAE-l is FG-meromorphic at &. So, without 
loss of generality, we assume 
Then there exists a closed subspace 2 of X, codim Z< ao, such that V(A) 1 z = 0. 
Define A(A): = A@) ] z = U(I) 1 z. Then 
k(A, &J = dim (K[A] /&[A]) 5 dim (K[ u/&[A]) = 
= dim (KO[u]/KOIA”J)= dim (U(A,)X/U(~,)Z) < 03. 
As N,[A] cH,[A], one has k(A”; &Jr/@; &) +- dim (HOIA]/HOIA]). Let 
-I= v(A; A,) 10. Now one may identify II&l] with the projection on the first 
coordinate of Xl+ 1 of the null space of the operator d : Xl+ ’ -+ Y’+ I, defined by 
and &[A] is the projection on the first coordinate of Z” ’ of N(A 1 z~+ 1). Hence 
dim (H&4]/&[A”]) I dim (Xl+ I/Z’+ ‘) < 00, and &I; &J is finite. Clearly A is 
finite meromorphic at Lo, and A0 = U(&) + V0 has closed range, since R(U(&)) 
is closed and V, is an operator of finite rank. This proves (i). 
(i)*(iii) (cf. [II], A.12). Assume that - 1= v&4; Ilo) <0 and 
q: = inf (m 1 N,[A] = HIA]} >O (if not, part of the following construction can 
be left out). Let F be a meromorphic operator function at & and P a projection; 
set G(A) = F(A)(I- P + (;1- &)P). Then for all m 
Let PI be a projection of X such that N(P,) =N(A -,I, and define A,@): = 
=A(A)(I-P, +(13. -&)P1). Then v(Al; A,) = - 1+ 1, and with (5) one easily 
proves W,[A] = (I-PI)EI,[A1] for m L -I, where I-P1 is injective on Nm[A1] 
for m > - 1. Repeating this construction another 1- 1 times one obtains A@) = 
=A(A)(I- PI + (A - &)I’,) ... (I- PI + (A- &)P,), where A is holomorphic at 2~0 
and H&I] = (I- PI) ... (I- P,)H,[A] for m 10. Put 
c,(n>=(I-P,+(A-A,)-'P,)~~*(I-P~+(A-A.,)-'P,). 
Then C,l(&) = (I- PI) ++. (I- Pi) is injective on N,[A”] for m 20, so k(A; A,) = 
=&I; &,) and inf {m IH,[A] =U[A]) =q. One easily sees III~[A] =N,[C,] for 
m < 0. Since &Al; &J < 00, there exist finite-dimensional spaces X1, . . . ,X4 such 
thatIri,[A]=H[A]@Xi@ a.. OX,-,,m=O,l,...,g-l.AsH[A]isclosed(cf. 
[2], Prop. 5.9), there exists a projection Q1 with R(QJ =Xt,N(Q1)>mA]Q 
@X,@ --- ox,. Define a,(n): =A(n)(l- Qt -t- (A - dO)-iQ1). Then At is 
holomorphic at &. From (5) one finds that H,[A”,] = (I- Q1)H,[A] =H[a] 
for mzq- 1. For m-O,..., q - 2, H,[Ai] nN(Qi) = (I- Q,)H,[A”] and so 
H,[A,] =H[A]@X,@X,@ *a* ox,-, for some finite-dimensional Xi. Also, 
v(A”t; &) 20. If qr2, then one chooses Qz such that R(Qz) =x1 @X2, N(Q,) = 
=N(Qz)@Xz. Proceeding in this way one obtains projections Q1, . . . , Qq that 
satisfy 
(6) R(QI)=XI, R(Qi)>&, MQ~)=MQ~+I)OX~, N(QqI~H[Jl. 
Define T(L): =a(L)(l- Q1 + (A - Ao)-‘Ql) ... (I- Qqi- (A - )3,)-‘Q,). Then 
v(T;&)>O, k(T;&)=O and K[T]=R(Z&))=K[A] is closed; thus T is 
uniformly regular at do. Set C,(L) = (I- Qq + (A- &)Q,) an+ (I- Q1 + (a - lz,)Qi), 
and C = C,Ct . Then A = TC. By induction one can show from (6) that &[CJ = 
=X,@ *-* @Xq+&n=O, 1,“‘) q - 1, One easily proves thatH,[C] = H,[C,] = 
=N,[A] for m CO, because v(C,; il,,) 20, v(T; A,) 20; also 
because v(C, I; 2,) = 0 and k(C; A,) = k(C2; &) = k(A; 1,). 
(i) *(iv) (cf. [9], 11.2). Here the basic steps are to form Al(A) =(1-P, + 
+ (A - &)P&I(L), where F, is a projection on R(A -J, in the first part of the 
construction, and A”,(A) = (I- Q, + (A- &-‘Ql)A(A), where Ql is a projection 
with N(Ql) 3Kq- I [A], K[A] = K&i] = Kq- I [A”] @R(Ql), in the second part. 
COROLLARY. Let A be meromorphic at ;10 and D degenerate meromorphic at 
A*. Then A is FG-meromorphic at A0 iff A + D is FG-meromorphic at .&,. 
Theorem 1 remains valid if one replaces “A is FG-meromorphic at &” in (i) 
by “A is a @-function at &,“, and adds “Q-valued” to ‘P.miformly regular” in 
(ii), (iii) and (iv). The same holds for @-> ‘*“‘-functions. An application of 
Theorem 1 is given in the next result. It extends Theorem 2.2 in 143. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an 9(X, Y)-valued @--function at d, and let B be an 
Y(Z, X)-valued FG-meromorphic function at il,. Then AB is FG-meromorphic 
at LO, 
PROOF. From the additive decomposition in Theorem 1 and from the 
Corollary it is clear that we may suppose that A and B are uniformly regular at 
&-, . Further, we may assume that dim N(&) I codim R(Ao). (For, if not, we 
may first form a finite-dimensional extension Y, of Y and consider A as an 
operator function whose values lie in Y(X, Y, .) Then there exists DE y(X, Y) of 
finite rank such that A(l) + D is an injective semi-Fredholm operator for all il in 
some neighbourhood of Lo. Hence R((AO -+ D)&) = (A, + D)R(&) is closed, and 
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for each holomorphic X-valued function ~1, v((A + Q&P; &,) = v(&; A,). The 
latter fact implies that H&4 +D)B] =H,[B] for all m, from which we have 
k((A +D)B; 1,) = k(B; 2,) = 0. Thus (A +D)B is uniformly regular at &, and 
AB is FG-meromorphic at &,. 
Theorem 2 remains valid if one assume that A is FG-meromorphic at & and 
B is a @+-function at ;lo. However, the class of FG-meromorphic functions is 
not closed under left multiplication by W-functions, not even by holomorphic 
ones, nor under right multiplication by @-functions. Examples are given in [4]. 
An operator function is called FG-mesomorphic on a region !Z? c C if it is FG- 
meromorphic at each point of $2. In a similar way, the other notions are 
“globalized”. In [9], 11.4, the following global decomposition theorem was 
obtained. 
THEOREM 3. Let the operator function A be meromorphic on the region 
Q c C. Then A is FG-meromorphic on Q iff if has decompositions A = BS = TC 
on Q, where T, S are uniformly regular on D and B, C are normal on ST?. 
PROOF. The “if’‘-part is evident, and we restrict ourselves to an outline of the 
proof of the decomposition A = BS. Let A(A) denote the set of points in B 
where A is not uniformly regular. A(A) is discrete in fi (cf. [2]). Let (K,) be a 
sequence of compact subsets of 52 such that K, cK~, r and sZ= lJ~=t iYn; 
further we assume that (CU { o3})\K, has only finitely many components, each 
containing a component of (CU { m))\O. Note that A(A)n is finite. 
Repeated application of Theorem l(iv) yields the existence of sequences (Sn), 
(B,) of operator functions satisfying 
(i) A = B1 --- BJ, on Sz, 
(ii) S, is FG-meromorphic on Q and A($) = A(A)\&, 
(iii) B,(L) = I+ F,(I), where F,, is a rational operator function with degenerate 
coefficients and possible poles only in A(A) n(K,\K,- i), and where B,(l) 
is invertible for A $/1(A) f7 (K,\K,- I). 
Indeed, suppose S, and B, have been constructed. If /r(S,) f-X,+, =0, take 
B n+ i =I, and S, + 1 = S,. Otherwise, suppose A(&) OK,, 1 = (Al, . .., jl,.}. Apply 
Theorem l(iv) to S, at A1 to obtain Sn =&$ , where Bi is strictly normal at 1, 
and n(&)=/l(S,)\{1,}; then apply Theorem l(iv) to $ at A2 to obtain 
Si=&$, and so on, until one has Sn=B,+lS,+l, where Bnfl =a1 .,a& and 
S n+ i = $, One easily sees that each Bi (1 I is r) has the properties claimed for 
B n+l- Hence %+l has these properties too. (Note that the process just 
described, with n =0 and S,, =A, also gives the initial decomposition BIS1). 
Now the properties of the sequence (B,) allow us to apply Theorem 2.1 from [6] 
to obtain operator functions D,, each holomorphic on a neighbourhood of 
K,-1 and with invertible values, such that B, =DnDiil on KnP1. Then 
4 ...BnDn+l =B1 ..aB,B,+ID,+2 on K,. Hence we may define B on Q\A(A) 
by B(a) = 4 (4 ..a B,(il)D,+ 1(A) for A E&\/~(A). Clearly, B is normal on 52. 
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Define S =B- ‘A. By (i) we have for A E K,, that S(A) = DiJ ,(A)& + ,(A). So S is 
uniformly regular on each K, and hence on fi. 
As in Theorem 1 B, C can be chosen such that for each II E Q H,[A; A] = 
=H,[C; A], !&[A; A] =KJB; A] for m<O and H,[A; A] =H[A; h]@H,[C; A], 
&[A; A] = K[A; A] fK,JB; II], dim (K[A ; A]/K,[A ; A]) = codim KJB; A] for 
m 20. This is automatically achieved if the factors which form the B, in the 
proof of Theorem 3 are chosen to satisfy such relations at each point of 
4A)n(~n\~n-l~. 
Let F denote the closure of the ideal 9 of finite rank operators in Y’(Y). 
From [6] it follows that D, -I is .%alued. Hence B is of the form I+ V, where 
I/ is a finite-meromorphic .%alued function on 52. In this way we obtain an 
additive decomposition A = S + W, S uniformly regular, W finite-meromorphic 
.%alued, on Q. However, functions with such a decomposition are not 
necessarily FG-meromorphic: take S = 0, W not degenerate meromorphic, but 
finite-meromorphic ,%alued. A global decomposition A = S + D, S uniformly 
regular, D degenerate meromorphic on D is, in generaI, not possible, as k(A; A) 
may be unbounded on 52. 
In [6] it was observed that .s may be replaced by the ideal of nuclear 
operators and indeed the proofs of [6] hold for all normed ideals which are 
continuously embedded in y(Y) and contain 9 as a dense subset. In [5] it is 
proved that even smaller ideals with stronger, non-normable topologies may be 
used instead of x 
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